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HKP-01 Hong Kong Half-day Tour Package
Tour Code: HKP-01                  

  

Hong Kong enjoys many great nicknames, such as "Jewel of the Orient" and "Asia's Shopping
Paradise". Once being a colony of Great Britain, Hong Kong returned to China's control on July
1, 1997,  becoming a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People"s Republic of China.
For being described as a "barren rock" over 150 years ago, Hong Kong has become a
world-class financial, trading and business centre and, indeed, a great world city. Hong Kong
has no natural resources, except one of the finest deep-water ports in the world. A hardworking,
adaptable and well-educated workforce of about 3.5 million, coupled with entrepreneurial flair, is
the bedrock of Hong Kong"s productivity and creativity.

  

Tour Itinerary:

  

Recognizing that Hong Kong is a destination that you begs to explore on your own, we have
planned just a half-day city tour this morning. You will visit the Stanley Market, Repulse Bay and
the Aberdeen Floating Community. Afterwards, you can take a cable car to Victoria Peak where
the jaw-dropping, panoramic view of Hong Kong as well as its harbor brings you tremendous
convulsion. Finally, we will send you off to the hotel in Hong Kong.

  

Service Included:   
* Hotel pick-up and drop-off.
* Entrance fees and lunch as mentioned.
* Private vehicle with English speaking guide for Transfers & sightseeing.

  

Service not Included:
* Personal Expenses.
* Gratuities, Tips to guides and drivers.
* Single Room Supplement.

  

Price in chinese CNY per person for diverse travelling Party: 
2-3 persons 
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4-5 persons 
6-7 persons 

We thank you for your interest in the tour above. By questions please feel free to contact us. For
a fast response, please submit a quick Reservation or Enquiry form below by clicking button
"Enquiry", and we'll get back to you by e-mail within 24 hours.
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